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do not include among the TMessential needstt the requirements of

war . If humanity finds it impossible to avoid war, we may as
well assume that j^re shall be interested in survival rather than
in progress . Nor do essential needs include an obstinate adher-
ence to custom or convenience . If a plastic will take the place
of a metal in any particular function, the use of inetal in that
function is not an essential need .

Consideration should not be given to tenporary shortages
which, like temporary surpluses, may result from changes in the
business cycle . It is only by studying the long-term requirenents
that signifieant conclusions can be reached .

Nor should problens of national self_sufficiency be allowed
to intrude . In scattering its beneficence nature has not taken
note of national boundaries, and it is to be hoped that eventually
our econornic and political systems can be so adjusted as to ensure
an equitable international distribution of mineral and of other
resourees .

Examined in these terms it is quite clear that there are
in the world to-day no critical mineral shortages . But this
temporary condition should not be allowed to induce a false
optimism as to the future . The warning signals are flying . In a
matter of this importance we cannot afford to do too little ; we
ust not postpone our studies until too late .
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ationally and even more true of the international scene . Con-

As has already been indicated and as must be constantly

te ac a t ere are no reliab e and corzplete statistics

We do know, with reasonable accuracy, what proportionate

rire to be found in the crust of the earth . S°le know, for ezample ,

recalled, we are hampered in our consideration of this subject b y

covering either the extent of our mineral resources or even th e
ate at which they are being currentleonsumed . This is true

~sunption fluctuates from year to year in accordance with the
industrial activity prevailing in the individual countries and in
any of these the statistical information available has only a
oninal or shadowy relationship to the material facts . Our diffi-
culties are increased by the particular eonsideration that there
~are no recent figures available, except in isolated instances, in
~egard to either reserves or consumption in the U .S .S .R. Any
attenpt, therefore, to estimate the world position must be
ritically viewed in the light of these Caps in our knowledge .
et in this case ignorance is dangerous .

ounts of aluminum, iron, magnesium, titanium and other metals

~hat for every 100 units of lead there ar e

200 units of zinc
400 units of uranium
480 units of copper
1000 units of nickel
1800 units of chromium
32000 units of titaniua

248000 units of iron
400000 units of aluninum

he "Big Four" of the metal ti•rorld - nickel, copper, zinc an d
ead - are relatively scarce . But this, however interesting, is
t little real significance . timat is important is the extent to
vhich the various metals are to be found in economically o r
ven in technically workable concentrations . For exanple, lead,
inc and tin are rarer constituents of the earth's crust tha n
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